This paper presents the novel design of a bioinspired robot capable of generating spatial loading relative to its base. By looking to nature at how animals utilize their tails, a bioinspired structure is developed that utilizes a redundant serial chain of rigid links to mimic the continuous deformation of a biological tail. Individual links are connected by universal joints to enable a spatial robot workspace capable of generating spatial loading comprised of pitch, yaw, and roll direction contributions. Two sets of three cables are used to create two actuated segments along the robot. A dynamic model of the robot is derived using prescribed cable displacement trajectories as inputs to determine the resulting joint angle trajectories and cable tensions. Sensors are integrated on-board the robot to calculate joint angles and joint velocities in real-time for use in feedback control. The loading capabilities of the robot are analyzed, and an experimental prototype is integrated and demonstrated.
Introduction
The dominant approach for legged locomotion is to propel, maneuver, and stabilize the robot using its legs during locomotion. In bipeds, for example, this stems from the primary focus on mimicking humanoid locomotion. However, looking to legged animals, tails are commonly observed to perform one or more functions that assist in locomotion ranging from propulsion [1, 2] to maneuvering [3, 4] to stabilization [5, 6] . In addition, these tail structures can also provide manipulation capabilities as well [7] .
Although prior research has looked into incorporating robotic tails into legged systems, in order to justify the inclusion of a tail structure on-board a mobile robot, it must be able to perform a variety of tasks across several of these categories. The Universal Spatial Robotic Tail (USRT) presented in this paper is a serpentine robot with a spatial workspace capable of generating controlled spatial loading (relative to the yaw, pitch, and roll principle axes). This paper focuses on the design, modeling, and integration of the USRT, one of the three potential robotic tail structures under investigation by the authors [8] [9] [10] . This paper builds on the work presented in Ref. [8] by implementing the USRT prototype and utilizing this prototype along with the USRT's dynamic model to generate loading in the yaw, pitch, and roll directions. Figure 1 illustrates a preliminary design concept for a bipedal legged robot constructed of RMLeg modules [11] with the USRT attached. Future work will analyze the scaling of the USRT required to utilize the robot's spatial loading to effectively stabilize and maneuver a legged platform. Furthermore, although tail-based applications are the primary focus of the research associated with the USRT, broader work is also planned for this structure, including aquatic propulsion using octopuslike tentacles and fishlike tails, energy harvesting using a flexible structure, aerospace robots using flexible structures to conserve momentum in maneuvering satellites, and snakelike ground propulsion.
This paper is organized into the following sections: Section 2 presents previous work associated with inertial adjustment mechanisms, robotic tails, and hyperredundant robots, along with the requirements that motivated the robot's design. Section 3 presents the USRT's mechanical design. Section 4 presents the kinematic and dynamic models of the USRT. Section 5 analyzes the USRT's workspace and the loading generated by yaw, pitch, and roll motions of the USRT. Section 6 details the methodologies for joint angle and joint velocity state estimation using sensors embedded along the USRT. Section 7 discusses the experimental prototype of the USRT and compares measured loading results to those generated by the dynamic model in simulation. Section 8 concludes the work and discusses ongoing research.
Background and Design Motivation
This section reviews inertial adjustment mechanisms used in a broad range of engineering applications and motivates the design of the USRT. Inertial adjustment mechanisms are discussed to identify potential candidates for integration onto mobile robotic systems (Sec. 2.1), which leads to a comparative design review of existing robotic tails (Sec. 2.2). Then, the field of articulated, hyperredundant robotics (Sec. 2.3) is reviewed to identify the design criteria that have inspired the USRT (Sec. 2.4). 2.1 Inertial Adjustment Mechanisms. Inertial adjustment mechanisms are defined by their ability to adjust the center-ofmass (COM) location of a system and/or generate loading at/about their attachment point. These mechanisms may be categorized based on their principle of operation: (i) substrate interaction mechanisms (such as thrusters, jets, and fans) propel liquid or gas to produce force, (ii) translational mechanisms (also called reaction masses) displace a mass to generate force and adjust COM location, (iii) symmetric rotational mechanisms (such as reaction wheels) rotate a mass with the COM intersecting the axis of rotation to generate moments, and (iv) asymmetric rotation mechanisms (such as pendulums) rotate a mass with COM offset from the axis of rotation to generate forces and moments and adjust the COM location.
Although category (i) mechanisms have effectively demonstrated inertial adjustment capabilities, additional components required for operation such as propellers, compressors, and fuel are not typically needed by a mobile robot, making practical implementation challenging. Similarly, the effectiveness of category (ii) mechanisms would be limited to the reaction mass's range of motion, and the mechanism would require a large footprint for proper operation.
Category (iii) reaction wheels are compact in size and have been more extensively studied in the literature [12] compared to category (iv) pendulums as inertial adjustment mechanisms. However, a pendulum can be designed with significantly larger moment of inertia than a reaction wheel for a given mass due to the moment of inertia's quadratic dependency on the distance between the joint axis and COM. However, its implementation requires a larger workspace and may be limited by interference with the mobile robot or ground. Comparative analysis of the angular impulse between a robotic tail, in the form of a rigid-body pendulum, and reaction wheels has shown that a tail can provide significantly higher loading in short time frames, making it more appropriate for use when space is available for a high moment of inertia mechanism, while reaction wheels can provide moment profiles over longer timespans based on the controlled acceleration and deceleration of a reaction wheel as it continuously rotates [13] . Thus, a category (iv) mechanism is best suited to act as a robotic tail.
Robotic Tail
Designs. Robotic tails in the literature draw inspiration from animals such as fish [14, 15] , cheetahs [16, 17] , and lizards [18] . However, unlike their biological inspiration, terrestrial robotic tail designs focus primarily on single degree-offreedom (DOF) pendulumlike structures operating in the yaw [19] [20] [21] , pitch [17, 22] , or roll [23] directions. Two degrees-offreedom pendulums have also been demonstrated in the pitch-yaw [24] [25] [26] and pitch-roll [16] directions. Functionally, these tails have been used to aid propulsion [17, 19, 27] , maneuvering [18, 20, 21, 23, 24] , and stabilization [16, 25, 26] .
Recent research has shown the favorable impact that the use of articulated higher-DOF robotic tail structures can have on the loading profiles transmitted to the mobile robot [11, 28] . Furthermore, motions associated with different mode shapes of multisegment tails capable of forming multiple curvatures along their lengths enable greater flexibility for COM positioning and dynamic loading [29] . However, practical implementation of this articulation requires more complex mechanical designs and actuators for controlled motion. Therefore, the authors aim to continue efforts in analyzing the benefits of an articulated tail design realized using a hyperredundant mechanism.
2.3 Potential Design Candidates: Hyperredundant Robots. In nature, a wide variety of biological structures (such as tails, tentacles, snakes' bodies, and elephants' trunks) have morphologies which can be considered as hyperredundant, which are characterized by having numerous redundant DOFs. Continuum and serpentine robots are two types of hyperredundant robots that are analogous in shape and articulation to these biological structures [30] . Continuum robots are defined by their theoretically infinite DOFs and are capable of bending along their length. Serpentine robots are composed of a serial chain of numerous, similar (often identical) rigid links capable of forming discretized curvatures.
Designs for continuum robots can be classified by their forms of actuation. Intrinsically actuated designs are constructed of smart materials that generate motion in addition to providing the robot's structure, such as pneumatic artificial muscles [31] , shape memory alloys [32] , and bellows [33] . Extrinsically actuated designs are composed of an elastic core that provides structural support and distributes the actuation applied by cables or rods along the structure [34] [35] [36] . Extrinsic designs provide the benefit of using common forms of rotary or linear actuation that can be mounted at the robot's base and transmitted along the robot, facilitating miniaturization and reducing the minimum robot mass.
Traditional serpentine robots are designed by connecting rigid bodies/modules with individually actuated revolute joints in parallel (for planar motion) or skewed (for spatial motion) orientations [37] . Variations of this methodology utilize parallel mechanisms [38] , angular bevel joints [39] , and universal joints actuated with ball screw-driven belt trains [40] . Conventional means of modeling and sensing using rotary encoders can be applied to such designs; however, individual joint actuation increases the robot's mass, cross section, and actuator torque requirements. To address these challenges, underactuating the serpentine mechanism has been studied, utilizing cable-driven actuation with angular deflection regulated by an elastic core [41] or rolling contact joints [42] . The merits of cable-driven serpentine robots have been demonstrated in robotic exoskeleton planar finger designs that couple joint motion via friction pulleys [43] , higher order rolling pairs [44] , and spring-loaded joints [45] .
Design Requirements.
Before discussing the USRT specifically, the motivating factors which led to this design (and the others under consideration by the authors) are presented. The most fundamental requirement of the robot is that it be multifunctional. In order to justify the inclusion of such a structure onboard a mobile robot, it must be capable of spatial motion to allow it to generate generalized spatial loading in the yaw, pitch, and/or roll directions.
Furthermore, the robot should be capable of high-speed dynamic motions during operation. Many of the hyperredundant structures presented in Sec. 2.3 are designed to operate in quasistatic equilibrium, in which the dynamic effects of the robot can be neglected. These robots cannot demonstrate the high-speed motions that may be necessary in some applications to generate dynamic loading in the system.
The system must also be designed for effective cantilevered operation. A key shortcoming of continuum robots is the high stiffness required in the structure to resist excessive sag when cantilevered. Existing macroscale continuum robots use pneumatics or coil springs to form their structures, but pneumatics do not permit controlled highly dynamic motion, and coil spring structures have only been demonstrated in vertical hanging orientations [46] . As a result, the robot will be implemented as a serpentine structure.
Looking to existing serpentine structures, a key decision is whether to individually actuate joints or to utilize an underactuated approach. To increase the number of links along the robot and localize actuation at the base, this research utilizes an underactuated design. This paper studies the use of elastic loading between subsegments to distribute the actuation loading within a segment, instead of kinematic coupling that prescribes relative motion between links [9, 10] .
Finally, the robot should be capable of forming multiple curvatures along its length, with its segments capable of being actuated at least quasi-independently of one another and actuation localized at the base. Single-segment robots are more limited in their COM workspace than multisegment robots, and greater flexibility in positioning (quasi-static) and moving (dynamic) the COM provides greater functionality. Localizing actuation at the base will allow for greater control over the robot dynamics by reducing the need to incorporate bulky actuators along the structure.
System Design
This section details the design of the USRT, including the robot's structure (Sec. 3.1), elastic elements (Sec. 3.2), actuation (Sec. 3.3), and sensing (Sec. 3.4).
3.1 Robot Structure. The USRT, shown in Fig. 2 , is composed of a serial chain of six links connected by universal joints that permit relative pitch and yaw. The six links are organized into two quasi-independently actuated segments 1 and 2 (further discussed in Sec. 3.3).
Figures 3 and 4 show subsegment i between disks i À 1 and i. In addition to the universal joint between these links, two springs are mounted (extension and compression, Sec. 3.2), along with actuation cabling (Sec. 3.3), two distance sensors (Sec. 3.4), and a joint angle limit.
The joint angle limit prevents the angular displacement of the universal joint from exceeding a fixed maximum angle. To implement the joint limit, a pair of axisymmetric beveled surfaces are incorporated into the designs of disk i À 1 and the base of central link i. The beveled surfaces are parallel and in contact when the joint angle limit is reached, and the axisymmetric design allows the surface to "roll" along the mated beveled surfaces at the maximum deflection as the joint's pitch and yaw angles are varied. This provides a uniform maximum workspace for each joint when planning the robot's motion and prevents the need for the displacement sensors to stop joint motion at their limits.
Although the universal joints only permit relative pitch and yaw between links, a rolling motion can be created by multiple subsegments acting together, as shown in Fig. 5 . In this illustration, the pitch and yaw angles are varied sinusoidally to roll the USRT COM around the mounting plate centerline.
3.2 Elasticity. As shown in Fig. 4 , two sources of elastic loading are incorporated into each subsegment: (1) a compression spring surrounding the universal joint that resists bending equally in all directions as the universal joint deflects and (2) an extension spring mounted between adjacent links to help compensate for gravitational loading.
The compression spring provides a compact means of distributing actuation loading within an actuated segment. These springs provide axisymmetric mechanical coupling between links to prevent the cable actuation from only causing bending in a single joint (the extension spring only acts in the pitch direction). The compression spring is housed within the central link, and the portion exposed between adjacent links contributes to the bending resistance.
The extension spring modifies the joint's elasticity in the pitch direction to help offset the effect of gravity. Because of the differences in gravitational moments at joints along the robot (i.e., the gravitational moment near the base is significantly higher than the gravitational moment near the tip), the elastic loading required from this spring in each joint varies. This variation in elastic loading can be achieved by varying the springs' stiffnesses, unloaded lengths, and/or anchor-point distances. Spring stiffness and unloaded length are functions of the spring chosen for inclusion in the design; for a fixed unloaded length, higher stiffnesses correlate to higher forces, and for a fixed stiffness, shorter unloaded lengths generate higher forces for a fixed distance between anchor points. As shown in Fig. 4 , the USRT design incorporates an adjustable anchor to allow for variation of the distance between anchor points. This adjustable anchor is a passive means of adjusting the extension spring loading; it is not actuated and cannot be changed during the robot's motion. The fixed anchor in Fig. 4 is designed such that the spring anchor point is an equal distance from the disk surface as the central universal joint. This minimizes the effect of the extension spring on yaw-direction loading. In addition, there is sufficient clearance in the extension spring anchor holes to accommodate the springs' motion without generating undesired friction.
3.3
Actuation. An actuated segment is created by ending/ tying-off sets of three actuation cables at a specific disk. The first actuated segment is from the robot's base to the first disk to which cables are tied off, and subsequent segments are from the previous segment's terminal link to the next link at which cables are tied off. Actuation is applied by three cables routed through holes at a fixed radius with 120 deg between holes around the disk center. Cables terminating in different segments are corouted through the same holes to simplify control. For example, in a two-segment structure, to account for the change in cable path lengths in segment 1 for segment 2 cabling, the prescribed segment 1 cable displacements can be added to the desired segment 2 cable displacements.
During operation, in each segment, two cables will be "active" (i.e., tensioned) and one cable will be "passive." The active cables will constrain the motion of the segment and dictate its shape. The passive cable will follow the segment trajectory established by the other two cables. It is important that the passive cable not overslack because the subset of two active cables may change during the robot's motion.
3.4 Sensing. Sensors integrated along the robot allow for estimation of the joint angles and velocities of each universal joint. Two displacement sensors (Fig. 4) are mounted between the disks separated by each joint to measure the distances between pairs of fixed points on each disk. These distances can be used to analytically calculate the pitch and yaw joint angles of the universal joint, providing a mechanism for sensing the real-time robot configuration.
An inertial measurement unit (IMU, Fig. 4 ) that includes a gyroscope is also mounted to each link. Utilizing the body-fixed angular velocity measurements from the gyroscope, along with the estimates of the relative pitch and yaw of adjacent links from the displacement sensors, the universal joint pitch and yaw velocities may also be estimated.
Universal Spatial Robotic Tail Mechanics
This section presents the kinematic (Sec. 4.1) and dynamic (Sec. 4.2) models of the USRT.
Universal Spatial Robotic Tail Kinematics.
The USRT is modeled as a cable-driven serial robot defined by six universal joints (or 12 revolute joints) and four cable displacement inputs. The state variables are six joint pitch angles u i , six joint yaw angles h i , and four cable tensions T j , where cables j ¼ {A,B} terminate in segment 1 and cables j ¼ {C,D} terminate in segment 2. The pair {A,B} will be a nonrepeating subset of {1,2,3}, and the pair {C,D} will be a nonrepeating subset of {4,5,6}.
As an initial step, the orientation and position kinematics are defined. Frames for the USRT base (TB) and a USRT link (link 4) are shown in Fig. 6 . The link i orientations with respect to both link i À 1 (R iÀ1 i ) and the USRT base frame (R TB i ) are defined in Eq. (1), where I 3 is the three Â three identity matrix, R Y (u) is the rotation matrix for a y-axis rotation by angle u, and R X (h) is the rotation matrix for an x-axis rotation by angle h. Throughout this paper, superscripts denote the frame in which a vector is defined (except T, which denotes transpose).
Using these orientations, the position vectors from the USRT base frame origin to joint i (p TB i;jnt ) and the link i center-of-mass (p TB i;COM ), shown in Fig. 6 , may be calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3), where p TB 01;jnt is the position vector from the TB frame to joint 1, L JJ is the distance between adjacent universal joints, z j i is the frame i z-axis defined in frame j, p TB 0;JC is the position vector from the TB frame origin to the link 0 COM, and L JC is the distance from joint i to the link i COM (Fig. 7 )
The link i angular velocity may be defined relative to link i À 1 (x iÀ1 iÀ1 ð Þi ) and the USRT base frame (x TB i ), as defined in the below equation, where _ u denotes the first-time derivative of u, and x j i and y j i are the frame i x-and y-vectors, respectively, defined with respect to frame j
An additional set of kinematic variables are also needed to characterize the bending angle and plane of each universal joint for calculating the compression spring loading. The angle b i (>0) between the frame i À1 z-axis and the frame i z-axis is defined in the below equation, along with the unit vector k iÀ1 i along the common normal between these two axes (assuming they are not coincident), whereãb denotes the cross product a Â b Transactions of the ASME
for the universal joint damping may be formulated in terms of x iÀ1 iÀ1 ð Þi using the below equation, which isolates the x-and y-components of the relative angular velocity
To aid in calculating the gravitational and inertial moments, position vectors from joint i to the link j COM are defined as p i,j,JC in the below equation and shown in Fig. 6 p
For extension spring i, Eq. (8) 
For the actuation cabling, Eq. (9) defines p i i;j;JH as the position from joint i to the disk i cable routing hole j and p iÀ1 i;j;cbl as the cable j position from disk i À 1 to disk i, shown in Fig. 7 , where p i j;hl is the position from a disk's center to its cable j routing hole. The displacement d j,k of cable j terminating in segment k due to the robot's configuration is defined by Eq. (10)
4.2 Universal Spatial Robotic Tail Dynamics. Four types of loading are considered in the dynamics model: inertia, gravity, coupling, and actuation. To compute the robot's dynamic equilibrium, the net moment due to these sources of loading is found at each joint, and the components of this net moment aligning with the pitch and yaw joint axes are prescribed as zero (a revolute joint cannot support a moment about its joint axis).
A joint's gravitational and inertial moments are due to the gravitational and inertial loading acting on the COMs of links "downstream" of the joint. Equation (11) defines the link j gravitational force F TB j;grv;L , inertial force F TB j;inr;L , and inertial moment M TB j;inr;L , where m j is the link j mass, g is the gravitational acceleration, I TB j is the link j inertia defined in the TB frame, and I j j is the constant link j body-frame inertia. The joint i gravitational M i,grv and inertial M i,inr moments are due to the loading acting on links j through 6, as defined in Eq. (12)
The joint i coupling moment M iÀ1 i;cpl , defined in Eq. (13), is due to the loading acting between links i À 1 and i. Four sources of loading are included in Eq. (13): the extension spring, the compression spring, the joint damping, and the joint angle limit
For the joint i extension spring, M iÀ1 i;ex is defined in the below equation, where k i,ex is the spring i stiffness, L i,ex is the spring i unloaded length, and F i,ex is the spring i pretension, wherep denotes the unit vector of p
The joint i compression spring generates a moment M iÀ1 i;cmp that resists the joint's net deflection b i , as defined in Eq. (15), where k i,cp is the spring i bending stiffness [47] . Equation (15) also defines the joint damping M iÀ1 i;dmp , which approximates energy loss during subsegment motion due to dissipative effects (e.g., friction), where c i,dmp is the joint i effective damping
The joint angle limit (Sec. 
The joints' actuation loading is due to the cables passing through a specific subsegment (six for segment 1 or joints 1-3 and three for segment 2 or joints 4-6). Each cable is defined by a tension T j prescribed at the base (this tension may be zero), with coefficients l i,j scaling that tension along the robot. If l i,j ¼ 0, this implies cable j is not present in that subsegment; if 0 < l i,j < 1, this implies cable j's subsegment i tension is lessened by friction; if l i,j ¼ 1, the cable routes without friction. The resulting joint i actuation moment M iÀ1 i;act is defined in the below equation:
The coefficients l i,j are defined in two stages: First, the l i,j for all subsegments a given cable does not pass through are set to zero. For the two-segment, six cable USRT shown in Fig. 2 , this condition is defined in Eq. (18) for the coefficients of cables 1-3 through subsegments 4-6
Second, a belt-friction model [48] is assumed at each cable routing hole, and the cumulative friction losses in subsegment tensions are propagated along the length of the robot. For the beltfriction model, this is a geometric scaling, defined in Eq. (19), where l s is the belt coefficient of friction and w i,j is the cable j contact angle at disk i
The joint i net moment M iÀ1 i;jnt is defined in Eq. (20) , and twelve (six pairs) joint moment constraints may be calculated using Eq. (21) . Four additional constraints enforce that four of the robot's cable displacements follow the desired cable displacement trajectories d des,j,k in Eq. (22), where j will be two of {1,2,3} for k ¼ 1 and k ¼ 2. If the second derivative of Eq. (22) is taken, the 16 equations may be organized according to Eq. (23), where q is a vector of the pitch and yaw joint angles and T is a vector of nonzero cable tensions. The matrix A in Eq. (23) is nonsingular for 0 b i < 90 deg, which encompasses the USRT workspace under consideration. This allows for the vector of joint angle accelerations € q to be solved for using Eq. (23) and integrated
Workspace and Loading Analysis
This section analyzes the workspace of the USRT (Sec. 5.1) and the loading generated by the USRT due to its positioning (gravitational loading) and dynamic motion (inertial loading). A method of calculating the USRT's loading is presented in Sec. 5.2, and case studies for various USRT motions are described in Sec. 5.3.
The geometric, mass, and elastic properties used in these simulations have been extracted from a prototype of the USRT, described in Sec. 7, and its associated CAD model. Tables 1 and 2 define the USRT's properties, along with Eqs. (24) and (25) . The moments of inertia of links 1-6 are sufficiently small that they may be neglected, and friction is assumed to be negligible along the length of the USRT Table 2 USRT subsegment-specific properties 
compared to the pendulumlike robotic tails previously presented in the literature. For the USRT, the end-effector workspace is the locus of points that the terminal link (link 6) can reach, which depends on the link geometry and maximum universal joint deflection angle, and the COM workspace is the locus of points the robot's COM can reach, which depends on the link geometry, maximum universal joint deflection angle, and the robot's mass distribution. Using the USRT's geometric and mass properties defined in Table 1 , Fig. 8 illustrates a cross section of the USRT's end-effector and COM workspaces taken in the x 1 À z 1 plane, with the coordinate frame's origin taken at joint 1. The spatial volumetric workspaces can be obtained by revolving these areas about the z 1 -axis.
Since the robot is composed of two active segments, it can produce two distinct mode shapes. Mode shape 1 is illustrated as a Ccurve where the segments bend in the same direction, and mode shape 2 is illustrated as an S-curve where the segments bend in opposite directions. Between these two mode shapes, intermediate mode shapes can be achieved in which the bending planes of the two segments have an angular offset. Based on the uniform mass distribution currently under consideration, the end-effector and COM workspaces span 245 deg and 180 deg, respectively.
For the single-mass pendulumlike robotic tails in the literature, both the end-effector and COM workspaces are equivalent since the tail COM is located at its end-effector (i.e., the tip of the pendulum). In the planar cross section in Fig. 8 , the pendulum robotic tail workspace is a circular arc; if this pendulum was 2DOF with a universal joint, the spatial workspace would be a spherical shell. In comparison, the USRT produces volumetric COM and endeffector workspaces which provide a wider range of potential trajectories for driving the robot, and by extension, loading the legged robot [29] .
The shape, scaling, and placement of the COM workspace may be adjusted by adding additional mass to the robot and/or redistributing it. Of particular interest is the ability to add mass to link 6, such that the COM workspace expands and shifts toward the end-effector workspace. Devising the optimal length, total mass, and mass distribution of the USRT is a key element of future work in tail-based task planning and control of legged robots.
Universal Spatial Robotic Tail Loading Calculation.
In this analysis, it will be assumed that the USRT's base frame is coincident with the center of the load cell mounted to the USRT shown in Fig. 2 to aid in the comparison of experimental results in Sec. 7. This load cell records the force and moment acting between the USRT and its mounting; this loading is analogous to the loading the USRT would apply to a stationary mobile robot.
The orientation of the USRT base frame with respect to the load cell frame is shown in Fig. 6 and defined in Eq. 
Two types of loading will contribute to the force/moment loading between the USRT actuation module and ground: gravity and inertia. Given that both of these effects are modeled at the link COMs in Sec. 4, the position vector p TB i;COM (Eq. (3)) is used to relate this point to the USRT base/load cell frame origin. Equation (27) defines the force and moment applied on the USRT by the load cell, and the USRT applies an equal and opposite force/ moment pair on the load cell 
The loading trajectories will be normalized with respect to the loading of the USRT when fully extended to emphasize how the USRT's loading changes due to the motion.
Loading Case Studies.
Three case studies will be considered in this analysis: yaw-direction bending, pitch-direction bending, and bending through a rolling motion. For each of these case studies, a kinematic model will be used to derive desired cable trajectory inputs, which will be applied to the USRT's dynamic model. For planning the cable trajectories, it will be assumed that the six pitch and yaw angles in the robot are equal to u des and h des , respectively. However, individual joint angles in the USRT trajectories will not exactly match these desired joint angles, due to the variable effects of gravitational and elastic loading along the robot. Each case study below describes how its u des and h des trajectories are defined; using these trajectories, the kinematic model described in Sec. 4.1 is used to calculate d des,j,k using Eq. (10), for which p iÀ1 i;j;cbl is calculated using u i ¼ u des and h i ¼ h des .
Yaw-Angle Bending.
For yaw-angle bending, the joints' desired pitch angles u i,des are held fixed at 0 deg, and the joints' desired yaw angles are determined by prescribing a desired acceleration profile and integrating from initial positions/velocities.
The desired joint acceleration profile € h des is a sine wave defined for a single period T from time t 0 to t f , as shown in Eq. (28), where A is the acceleration magnitude. Equation (29) defines A based on the desired initial h des,0 and final h des,f yaw angles starting from an initial yaw velocity of _ h des;0 . Trajectories for the yaw angle and velocity are calculated by integrating Eq. (28) from the initial conditions h des,0 and _ h des;0
The first set of simulations prescribes USRT bending of 90 deg in 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 s, with trajectory parameters defined in Eq. (30) . Figure 9 illustrates the joint trajectories associated with the T ¼ 0.5 s trajectory. As previously discussed, the behavior in the pitch and yaw angles does not match the behavior planned for when generating the trajectory; the robot's dynamics cause variation in the joint angles along the length. For example, since the simulation parameters are taken from the experimental prototype discussed in Sec. 7, the pitch angles in segment 1 are not perfectly balanced such that their magnitudes are zero at the initial condition. However, the sum of these three angles does approximate zero within the segment. Despite these minor variations, the various joint angles track trajectories similar to those prescribed
Loading results for the three case studies are illustrated in Fig. 10 . Negligible loading is observed in the F LC USRT z-component, due to the minimal change in the USRT's vertical COM position, whereas nontrivial loading is observed in the x-and ycomponents, due to the x-and y-direction USRT COM displacement. For the moment loading, minor steady-state variations in the x-and y-components of M Figure 11 illustrates the loading results for these three cases. Qualitatively, the loading behavior is similar to the 90 deg yawbending loading, but with reduced magnitudes in the x-and y-components of F LC USRT and the z-component of M LC USRT . Despite similar bending rates, the reduced time span in the 90 deg bending generates greater magnitude loading. In tail applications, highermagnitude loading for a given yaw-direction displacement is beneficial for overcoming friction, as discussed in Ref. [28] , whereas greater stroke is necessary for higher net rotation in the absence of friction. Future application-specific case studies will determine the optimal balance between these two considerations.
Pitch-Angle
Bending. The trajectory planning for the pitch-angle bending is identical to that for yaw-angle bending except h and u are switched: h des is fixed at zero, and € u des is defined by Eq. (28) . Likewise, two sets of simulations are carried out for the pitch-angle behavior of the robot using the same trajectories defined by the parameters in Eqs. (30) and (31), with u substituted for h. Unlike the yaw-direction motion, in which there was multidegree pitch motion due to variations in gravitational loading, there is no significant out-of-plane loading in this case to cause the yaw angles to vary during simulation (slight variations due to rounding errors do occur but are corrected for by the elastic loading of the compression spring). Therefore, only the pitchangle trajectories, x-and z-components of F LC USRT and ycomponent of M LC USRT are shown. Figure 12 illustrates the pitch-angle trajectories for the 90 deg USRT bending motion in 0.5 s. Due to the impact of changing gravitational loading as the robot bends, the similarity in joint trajectories within a given segment is less than the yaw-angle trajectories in Sec. 5.3.1. In the yaw case, the equal stiffness compression springs were the primary mechanism by which loading was balanced within a segment, and unequal inertia at the joints caused variation; in this pitch case, there is a more complex relationship between the effects of the compression springs, extension springs, gravity, and inertia, leading to greater variation within the segment. Figure 13 illustrates the loading associated with the pitch direction case studies. Despite the reduced similarity of the joint angle trajectories in comparison to yaw-angle trajectories in Fig. 8 , the loading profiles for the pitch motion are very similar to those for the yaw motion. The yaw and pitch force x-components correlate, as do the yaw force y-component and pitch force z-component; the yaw and pitch z-and y-components of moment are approximately equal and opposite. This shows a strong correlation between the planned kinematic trajectory and the applied loading, with the USRT dynamics merely perturbing the loading predicted by the applied kinematic trajectory. This feature will be further explored in future work related to task planning for the USRT.
Rolling Motion While Bending.
To simulate the rolling motion depicted in Fig. 5 , an alternative set of joint coordinates were used to plan the trajectory, which were then mapped into the desired pitch and yaw angle trajectories. The coordinates for which the alternative trajectory was defined were a desired bending plane angle j des and a bending angle b des (analogous to b i in Eq. (5)). The desired z-axis orientation is defined by the following equation: In these coordinates, the rolling motion is prescribed by holding b des at a fixed value, while j des follows a trajectory matching h des from Sec. 5.3.1, from an initial angle of j des,0 to a final angle of j des,f starting from a velocity of _ j des;0 , defined by Eqs. (28) and (29), for which j is substituted for h.
The angles j des and b des are mapped into u des and h des using Eq. (33), where z iÀ1 des is known as a function of j des and b des from Eq. (32) . The three transcendental equations in Eq. (33) may be uniquely solved for u des and h des in the domain {u des ,
Three sets of simulations were run to analyze the impact of the initial bending angle on the loading generated by a À180 deg rolling motion at a fixed b des of 15 deg. In the first set, the USRT was rolled from a zero-yaw, positive-pitch initial condition using the trajectory parameters in Eq. (34) . In the second set, the USRT was rolled from a zero-pitch, negative-yaw initial condition using the trajectory parameters defined in Eq. (35) . In the third set, the USRT was rolled from a zero-yaw, negative pitch initial condition using the trajectory parameters in Eq. 
Figures 14-16 show the loading for the three sets of roll motion simulations. In each case, the x-component of F LC USRT is minimal, as the USRT COM is not prescribed motion in this direction (dynamic effects during the robot's motion introduce slight xcoordinate motions which cause slight perturbations in this loading). Given that all three trajectories consist of a clockwise, À180 deg rotation of the USRT COM, the dynamic components of the M LC USRT x-component of the three figures are similar. However, variations are caused by the fact that for the zero-initial pitch case, since the initial and final configurations bend away from the x-z plane, there are nonzero static offsets for the loading. In addition, the variation in how the robot must act with or against gravity for different initial angles changes the magnitude of the loading generated by each motion.
The loading trajectories of the F LC USRT and M
LC
USRT y-and zcomponents for Fig. 16 are of opposite sign than those of Fig. 14, given that the two motions move in opposite vertical directions. However, the magnitudes of these trajectories are not equal, due to the effect of gravity acting with the robot's motion in Fig. 14 and against the robot's motion in Fig. 16 . In terms of acceleration, for Fig. 14 , gravity acts against acceleration and with deceleration; for Fig. 16 , gravity acts with acceleration and against deceleration. However, for Fig. 15 , both acceleration and deceleration act against gravity; this leads to the highest magnitude peak loading for each of the four components under consideration. This shows that j des,0 provides a means to adjust the secondary loading the USRT applies during a rolling motion; for a given roll, j des,0 may be chosen such that the y-and z-components of force and moment do not destabilize the robot in addition to applying the desired x-axis moment. However, unlike the previous two case studies, the loading generated by the rolling USRT motion generates yaw, pitch, and roll moment loading of comparable magnitude, requiring greater consideration of the destabilizing effects of the pitch and yaw moments during a roll motion.
Sensing and State Estimation
This section highlights the two types of sensing incorporated into the USRT design for state estimation: six pairs of linear displacement sensors for universal joint angle estimation (Sec. 6.1) and seven inertial measurement units for joint velocity estimation (Sec. 6.2). Figure 17(a) illustrates two joints of the USRT with two pairs of distance sensors. To accommodate the sensors in each subsegment, the sensors are alternatively placed "above" and "below" the universal joint along the robot. In both configurations, the position vectors from the disk center to the center of the sensor mount are at 45 deg angles with respect to the disk's vertical x i -z i plane, ensuring a 90 deg separation of the sensor pair, which maximizes the sensor fidelity within the subsegment workspace.
Joint Angle Estimation.
The joint i sensor pair is mounted to link i À 1 with a universal joint and to link i with a spherical joint, shown in Fig. 4 , to ensure fixed sensor endpoint positions with respect to the two disks without overconstraining the sensor.
For joint i's sensor j, the forward kinematics (calculating the distance d i,j,sns between the sensor's anchor points from u i and h i ) are calculated using the positions from the sensor j base to joint i (p 
To analytically calculate the inverse kinematics, further constraints on the sensor geometry are necessary, as defined in Eq. (39): (i) the disk-frame z-coordinate displacement between the sensor j base and joint i is zero, (ii) the disk-frame sensor base and tip x-coordinates are equal, and (iii) the disk-frame sensor base and tip y-coordinates are equal
With these constraints, an analytical formulation for the pitch and yaw angles may be found by considering the disk i sensor frame i,S shown in Fig. 17(b) . These frames are generated by rotating the disk i frame by À45 deg about the z i -axis. The positions p i,j,SJ and p i,j,JS are defined with respect to frames i À 1, S, and i,S, respectively, using Eq. (40), where r S is the sensor mounting radius, shown in Fig. 17(b) , and L S is the zero-angle sensor length, shown in Fig. 17(a) . The (À1) i term accounts for the alternating placement of the sensors above and below the universal joint
A new relative orientation matrix R iÀ1;S i;S between frames i À 1,S and i,S is defined in Eq. (41), where q i and c i are the joint i sensorframe pitch and yaw angles, respectively. Using this rotation matrix, a formulation for the sensor position p iÀ1;S i;j;sns from base to tip may be formulated using Eq. (42) (43) and (44) 
The joint angles q i and c i may be mapped into u i and h i by equating implicit formulations of the z-axes of frames R This section describes the integration and testing of the prototype USRT. Simulations from the three case studies described in Sec. 5 are implemented on the prototype, and the loading is measured and compared to the predicted loading.
7.1 Universal Spatial Robotic Tail Implementation. Figure  18 shows the USRT experimental test platform. Structural components of the robot were made of thermoplastic using a Stratasys uPrint 3D printer and were connected by commercial universal joints from SDP/SI (Molded Universal Joints, 3/8 in OD with 3/ 16 in Bore Insert, part #A-5Z-8-D306). Commercial compression and extension springs with properties defined in Tables 1 and 2 were utilized, and spring anchor positions were adjusted so that the USRT is extended (approximately straight) in the absence of actuation.
Six brushless EC-i 40 Maxon motors (36 V) were used to actuate the prototype: three 100 W brushless motors for segment 1 (part #496661) and three 70 W motors for segment 2 (part #496655). Segment 1 motors are higher power than segment 2 motors due to the increased inertial loading at segment 1 joints due to the presence of segment 2. Gear reductions (15:1 for segment 1 and 26:1 for segment 2) and cable spool diameters (34 mm for segment 1 and 49 mm for segment 2) were chosen so that the USRT would be capable of bending from 0 to 180 deg in 0.25 s without exceeding the motors' velocity limits. The gear reduction and spool diameter were chosen to accomplish this goal with maximum gear ratio and minimum spool diameter, to maximize the force the cable can support given the motor's torque limitations.
The USRT's motors were controlled by six ESCON 50/5 Maxon motor drivers operating in closed-loop velocity control mode. Sensor feedback for each motor control loop is a U.S. Digital Miniature Optical Kit Encoder (part #E4T-360-236-DHMB) mounted to the motor shaft. For the desired motor inputs, Lab-VIEW generated 15 byte packets containing motor speeds and power states at 10 ms intervals (100 Hz) and sent these to an ARM Cortex M4 microcontroller that interfaces with the six motor drivers. The USRT was powered using a 37 V LiPo battery connected to the motors drivers through a custom power regulator.
Universal Spatial Robotic Tail Loading Results.
Loading results were generated using trajectories considered in the three case studies analyzed in Sec. 5.3. Measured results were filtered using the MATLAB "filter" function to implement a moving-average filter, with a window size of 50 samples for samples recorded at approximately 400 Hz, and the simulated and experimental trajectories were synchronized at the initiation of each trajectory. As with the simulated loading, the results shown are normalized to the measured loading of the USRT in its initially extended configuration. In addition, the USRT's motion is initiated after at least 50 samples have been measured, so that the filter has sufficient samples preceding the dynamic loading profile to effectively filter.
For the yaw-angle case study, the USRT was driven through a 90 deg bend in 0.5 s. The measured joint trajectories and loading are shown in Figs. 19 and 20 , along with the simulated results from Sec. 5.3.1. Although the simulations approximate the general pattern of the results, there are variations in the joint trajectories and loading. For the joint trajectories, the implementation of the compression spring mounting leads to slight yaw variations along the length of the robot in its nominally straight configuration (i.e., zero cable displacement), as evidenced by the nonzero initial joint angles in Fig. 19 . The next generation of USRT will modify the compression spring mounting design to reduce these undesired initial yaw angle variations.
Greater overshoot and vibration is also seen in the experimental results (both joint trajectories and loading) than the simulated results. As discussed in Ref. [8] , the cable tension profiles during dynamic motion vary greatly due to the need to accelerate and decelerate the robot during a motion. Because the motor controller generates spool torque/cable tension based on prescribed velocity inputs, the controller cannot anticipate the highly dynamic changes in torque requirements to match the desired trajectory. Thus, more advanced control of the system, in which motor torques (or, interchangeably, motor currents) are prescribed to the motor driver instead of velocity commands implemented using a closed loop. The inclusion of a feedforward control component in this controller will also help with the lag observed in Fig. 20 ; given that the motor velocity controller only utilizes feedback to prescribe motor current, a lag is necessary to generate sufficient error to generate a sufficient current signal to actuate the motor.
For the pitch-angle case study, the USRT was driven through a 90 deg bend in 0.5 s. The measured joint trajectories and loading are shown in Figs. 21 and 22 , along with the simulated results from Sec. 5.3.2. The experimental joint angle trajectories show variations from the simulated trajectories similar to those for the yaw-bending case study, but with higher-magnitude vertical offset from the desired trajectories. For the yaw-direction bending, the compression spring is the primary means of distributing loading. However, in this pitch-direction motion, particularly in joints close to the base, the extension spring plays a similar or greater role in the dynamics than the compression spring. Furthermore, this variation in elastic loading along the length, while necessary for minimizing the actuation for supporting the USRT in its cantilevered-mode, reduces the uniformity in bending along the robot.
Although the pitch-motion joint trajectories show greater variation from their nominal values than the yaw-motion joint trajectories, the loading in Fig. 22 shows greater correlation to the predicted loading than the yaw-motion loading. Because the robot is moving against gravity, gravity will help decelerate the USRT, reducing the overshoot in the loading compared to the yawdirection bending. As before, the measured trajectories exhibit lag and increase oscillation in comparison to the simulated values due to the inner-loop motor velocity controller; a torque/current controller that utilizes both feedforward and feedback control elements is planned in future work to reduce these variations. Minor variations are observed in the USRT's yaw-angle trajectories, F LC USRT y-component, and M LC USRT x-and z-component, due to the nonzero initial yaw-angle configuration, as discussed for the yawdirection case study. However, the magnitudes of these effects are secondary in comparison to those shown in Fig. 22 .
For the roll angle case study, the USRT was driven through a À180 deg rolling motion at a prescribed bend of 90 deg in 0.5 s starting from zero yaw angle and positive pitch. The measured joint trajectories and loading are shown in Figs. 23-25, along with simulated results from Sec. 5.3.3. The joint trajectories show significant variations from their predicted value, due to the simultaneous, highly dynamic variation of pitch and yaw during the motion. In addition, since the trajectory did not start from the nominally straight configuration, additional errors were introduced in the positioning of the USRT into the initial configuration. Despite these errors, the correlation between the measured and predicted loading is the strongest among the three case studies. Because the USRT is not moving monotonically in a single direction, there is less accumulated velocity that leads to overshoot. The most significant variation is in the F LC USRT x-component, due to unmodeled motion of the robot's COM along the x-axis. It is likely that controller improvements will lead to stable higher The results presented in this section do not represent the maximum capacity of the USRT itself. They demonstrate the functional capabilities of the USRT, but future work focusing on the control of this class of robot will enable higher speed motions with higher mass, both of which correlate to higher-magnitude loading.
Conclusion
This paper has presented the novel design of a hyperredundant robot capable of dynamic spatial motion in multiple actuated segments. Elastic springs are used to both resolve the redundancy within an actuated segment and help to counteract undesired gravitational sag in the cantilevered structure. The design of the system is presented, along with a mechanical model of the system capable of predicting the robot's trajectory given a set of cable displacement inputs. Integrated sensing capable of measuring the robot's joint angles and joint velocities in real-time is also demonstrated. Simulations are generated showing the USRT's workspace and the loading associated yaw, pitch, and roll motions of the USRT, and an experimental platform is integrated to compare the simulated loading to measured results.
Future work will include a more detailed analysis of the control of the USRT in relation to the primary target application: stabilizing and maneuvering legged robots. Inverse dynamics-based analysis will generate feedforward torque commands for the motor to anticipate the loading required in the cables to move the USRT through a desired trajectory. These inputs will be coupled with a feedback controller to modify these torque trajectories to track the desired USRT configuration. Given a legged robot, optimizations for determining the proper mass and mass distribution of the USRT will also be performed. Furthermore, beyond its use as a robotic tail, studies will be performed to analyze how the underlying design of the USRT could be used in applications such as aquatic propulsion (octopuslike tentacles and fishlike tails), energy harvesting (capturing passive motion using a flexible structure), aerospace robots (using flexible structures to maneuvering satellites), and snakelike ground propulsion.
